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Instructor’s Note
I

n 2004 I was introduced to Krav Maga by Ash. After
finding the first couple of classes a bit daunting, by
the third class I was hooked!
I have always been a runner and prefer running early in
the morning. This Krav Maga gig really got me thinking
about my habits and routines, not to mention that the
drills and scenarios in class really got my heart racing.
What I initially thought I would be able to do, in an
attack didn’t always play out that way when I was put
under pressure in class. I certainly needed the skills that
Krav Maga was teaching me.
After a few years of training, our Instructor, Dennis
Pattle, asked me (much to Ash’s dismay - he wanted
to be asked first) if I would consider doing the Civilian
Instructor Course. To be honest it had never entered my
mind! I was practising as a lawyer at the time and being
a Krav Maga Instructor was not on my radar. (My goal
was to work as a lawyer for a few years and then run my
own legal practice.)
But, I liked the idea of the challenge so both Ash and
I decided to take the leap and do it. With the course
costing us $4000 each + meals + accommodation +
flights, we didn’t want to touch our savings so we spent
2 weeks working on a security contract so we could use
the money from that.
We were very lucky that we had Eyal Yanilov taking us
for the whole 20 days. The first part of the course was in
Adelaide and second part in Sydney. The first part was
particularly hard! And we were pretty fit! Ash had been
training for a CPP course in the Army so we had both
been training alot leading up to the Instructor Course
but after the first 3 days of being hammered with drills
and techniques and cardio, my whole body ached! But I
was determined to finish it.
On the second last day of the last part of the course I
sprained my ankle in a grappling drill and could not
walk on it. I was sooo annoyed! Thanks to Eyal’s handy
first aid skills (lots of strapping/ice etc), I managed to
continue and finish the course and complete everything.
Must have been just pure determination cause I pushed
myself hard over those last few days and was walking
around like my leg was 100% fine but after the course
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finished, and I took the bandages off, it took me months
for my ankle to fully recover!
Anyway, we came back from that course and a few
months later opened up our first Krav Maga classes on
the Gold Coast. Initially the numbers were small but as
word got around, the numbers increased and we ended
up with some good numbers, starting classes up in
Brisbane and also another class on the Gold Coast.
Ash and I were pretty proactive at attending courses,
camps, updates and any training that we could get our
hands on.
In 2010 we took a group of 15 students with us for
the Tour and Train trip in Israel. What an amazing
experience. It’s still one of the best trips I have ever
done. A really great group of people and it was a good
mix of training and sightseeing.
In 2009 I had my first child, Lily. In fact on her first
birthday we were in Israel! (I am sure she will bring that
up with the psychiatrist in years to come :))
She changed my world. Life revolved around her and
that was fine by me. I was still getting out running each
day with her in the pram and our dog Titan, by my side.
But my Krav training was certainly not as consistent as it
had been.
In 2011 I had my second child, Elijah. Yet again life
changed - for those of you with more than one child,
you will know what I am talking about! Holy hell - I really
struggled in the first few months. How the heck was I
supposed to find any time for me at all!
Six weeks after having both my kids, I was back out
exercising. It kept me sane and gave me just a little bit
of independence but I also really wanted to get back
to Krav. At home doing drills on the punching bag and
visualisation of techniques was ok but there is nothing
quite like taking part in the drills and scenarios in class.
So I gradually started back. I was determined to keep
grading too. Looking at my Krav passport tells the story:
Graduate 1: 2007

Graduate 2: 2008

Graduate 3: 2010

Graduate 4: 2014

Graduate 5: 2017

Expert 1: 2018
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I know that people say you can still do everything with
kids but geez, it’s alot harder!
Leading up to my gradings, I would schedule in sessions
with other instructors or senior students to meet and go
through techniques, fighting and other drills so I could
make sure that I was training as hard as I needed to. Ash
would be there critiquing me.
By the way, there is a misconception that if your partner
is an instructor then it must be easier cause you can
both train together all the time! Um NO!!! Ash critiques
me harder than anyone else by a mile! Slow fighting
ends up in full contact fighting! And finding the time
when you run your own businesses is really hard - there
is always something more pressing to do!
I have always found it easier to train with others. And
don’t worry, Ash agrees with me!
In saying that Ash has been amazing leading up to
all my gradings. In particular my Expert level grading
recently. Not only did he work with me every day in
the last few months leading up to the grading, he also
looked after the kids (cooking , cleaning, taking them to
school etc) and we even did some light fighting without
killing each other! haha
The lead up to the Expert Camp this year was the most
focused Krav training I have done for quite some time.
Every morning I would do 15-30 minutes of cardio and
weights (HIIT training/running etc) then half an hour
on the bag followed by 30-60 minutes drilling through
techniques. I would also write down and memorise and
visualise the curriculum by topic - for example: all the
wrist grabs, all the defences to straight punches, all the
defences to circular strikes etc etc. To finish I would do a
stretching routine and mediation.
I would also get along to as many classes as I could
whilst working around the kids schedules and along the
way try to eat healthy. Especially in the last few weeks

leading up to the Camp I was determined to be as
hydrated as possible. I found that this really really helped
me during the week of the Camp. People write it off, but
dehydration can be debilitating!
Anyway, the outcome was that I passed my Expert 1
grading. Yes I feel stoked to have passed but I also am
happy I got through the week uninjured, have learnt alot
more and feel stoked that after starting Krav 14 years
ago, I was able to reach another goal. And I think it is
good for my kids to see me setting goals, putting the
hard yards in and achieving them. Actually regardless
of whether I passed Expert 1 or not, the process and
journey to get to and through the grading was worth
the effort.
I didn’t write this article (which was supposed to only
be 2 paragraphs!!) to gloat (because there alot of other
Kravists out there who have achieved alot more in a lot
shorter period than me!), but rather, I wrote this to show
that your Krav journey, like most things in life, is not a
straight trajectory. Life throws us many obstacles, life
changing events, unplanned events and alot of great,
amazing events too.
There is no point comparing your Krav (or life) journey to
others. Your journey is yours alone in Krav. You are not
competing with anyone else. Sure the more you train,
the better you will be but all you can do is get to training
when you can, make sure you save some time for your
friends/family and enjoy the journey!
We will always welcome you with open arms (aka a
handshake :)) into our classes. We just appreciate that
you took some time out of your very busy lives to come
and spend the time with us learning some great self
defence skills.
See you in class.

Anna

UPCOMING EVENTS
Block out your calendar for the following events!
10th November: Charity Workshop
(11am-1pm: Merrimac, Gold Coast)

8th December: Last grading for the year (Starting at 8am)

17th November: InDefence End of Year Event (Details TBA)

15th December: InDefence Family Day 11am-2pm

15th December: Last classes for the year

21st November: Pre-grading
More details on all the above events will be provided closer to the time.
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WHO TRAINS AT

INDEFENCE?
NAME
Jonathan Carroll
What is your job title?
Marketing Director
How many years have you been working in this field?
15 years
What 3 words describe what you do?
Review Management Service
What does your work entail?
I run a marketing agency, primary focus is on review or reputation
management. We help clients increase the number of reviews, star
rating and consistency of reviews. We do this by automating the way a
client asks for reviews. A positive experience sends a consumer to third
party review sites like Google, Facebook, Trip Advisor etc, a negative
experience we recover with a form, avoiding bad reviews online. We
then help them display and use their positive reviews to convert more
people into leads for their business.
What is a typical week like?
Talking to companies/ clients, setting them up and getting results for
them. Often a lot of problem solving as every client is different and has
a way they want to communicate with their customers.
How did you get started in this area?
Out of university I started working in the trade area of NZ government,
helping companies export overseas. Moved to Sydney then London
with them and left to start a start up for a client. Did a lot of online
marketing as part of that and found that was the kind of work I really
enjoyed and was good at.
What do you likes and dislikes?
Like family, food, beach and swimming in the sea (I should probably
include Krav :). Dislike politics
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What is a common misconception about your job?
There are ALOT of dodgy operators in digital marketing/ SEO
space and often companies have been ripped off or taken for
a bit of a ride.
Do you have any interesting stories that you can tell us?
I get to see the majority of the negative or bad experiences
that get sent in through our review management software
and some are hilarious. Best one was a customer who
complained about the lack of signage for the toilets. She was
having laser hair removal (full body) so she was butt naked.
The technician left the room and the lady decided to go to
the toilet but walked out the wrong door and ended up in a
packed reception fully starkes.

www.indefence.com.au

KIDS & TEENS

KRAV MAGA
CLASSES
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Quite a number of years ago now we started running kids Krav Maga classes.
The whole reason we started is that the longer that we are involved in self defence, the
more we realise that the earlier we can teach people self defence skills and tactics both
physically and mentally, then the better they will be able to deal with the issues that life
can throw their way.
Don’t get me wrong, teaching children is challenging. The classes need to be fast paced
(attention spans can be short), the techniques/strategies need to be age appropriate and
there is always that fine line of making children aware that not everyone is a nice person
but also still keeping their positive outlook on life.
Over the years we have seen many children come through the doors who have been
getting bullied. It breaks my heart as I feel that school is challenging for children enough
without the added pressure of physical and mental intimidation.
I have to say that there is nothing like the feeling of having a child or their parent tell us how the skills they have learnt in
our classes have stopped the bullying. I really believe that if children can learn how to deal with the worst case scenario,
can learn resilience (especially against issues such as teasing and name calling) and can have the backing of their parents
then their confidence soars and they just carry themselves in a completely different way. Awareness and avoidance of
situations is always the first and best option but we all know that on some occasions this is not possible.
This term we have started two separate classes - one for students aged 6-9 years and one for students aged 10-15 years.
This is great as it allows us to really hone in on the particular issues that children face and provide sensible, practical solutions.
If you would like your children to give them classes a go, please email us at info@indefence.com.au We have a trial deal of
$20 per child for the first 3 classes.
See you there.

Anna
CLASS TIMES
The term runs from 13th October until the 15th of December. You can start anytime.
TIME: 8:30-9:15am
KIDS KRAV MAGA AGES 6-9 YEARS: Anna
TEENS KRAV MAGA AGES 10-15 YEARS: Ash
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MASTER

TOUR

3 CONTINENTS

IN 3 MONTHS
by Eyal Yanilov

Last month, along with the Expert Camp, Eyal Yanilov ran a series of workshops throughout Australia and New
Zealand. This blog gives you an insight into his travelling life.
So often people say to me that flying long distance flights and teaching seems so hard. They are serious, but it makes me
smile, especially when I am also jet lagged. When they ask me “how do you do it, isn’t it difficult? you seem like a machine
don’t you get ever tired?” Difficult? well not really. I would say it’s actually quite easy.
I’m taking the Taxi to the airport, than an airplane , landing in another country airport, get picked up to an hotel or friend’s
house, Teach and train with our great global community, some food and good atmosphere and back home. It’s like the “Eat,
Sleep Krav Maga Repeat” slogan but on a global scale.
No rough horse or camel riding, no need of sailing or other challenges, no carriage tied to 6 horses, no boat or steam-train.
Unless I can do it as a tourist on a free half day which miraculously might happen.

Who would have imagined 100 years ago that we could be able to travel alone from Israel
all over the world, to various countries thousands of miles apart? No one probably.
I’m Definitely not a machine, though I wish I was sort of a terminator (preferably the liquid one). I am certainly human, but a
thinking one, contemplating, planning, conscious and feeling one. Naturally, due to so many years of training, I can activate
or deactivate thoughts or emotions better than I could some years ago. Correct mental and physical training combined
with hydrating, keep me rather healthy. This is part of my secret recipe for good life and work.
So, in the past few weeks I’ve been travelling to South America and Europe and these days I am travelling and training
throughout Australia and New Zealand.
In many of the seminars and camps I was joined by leading GIT & IT members and witnessed a vibrant, professional
students & instructors Krav-Maga community. I want to personally thank Rune L., Ilya D., Adam W., Alberto D., Massimo F.
and Edwin P. Several other local instructors that made the effort , and invested their time and sweat to teach with me. Also
the directors & school owners with in that have made me feel proud.
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In most of the events, we worked on the 3 pillars of KMG –
• Self-defense
• Combat & Fighting
• 3rd part and VIP protection.
Obviously including the mental, physical, technical and tactical components of the system.
In order to build a student to become an expert, or even prepare you to pass P3 from zero knowledge, One has to come
ready for the next level after a consistent training and learning process. A crash course weekend, training fast for a test, will
most likely result in non passing. we need to train constantly and integrate the techniques, scenarios and combat mindset
into our body and spirit.

How to make the best out of a KMG event?
Here 4 points you should take into account/consideration before starting a KMG event:
1 Prepare yourself mentally. Look at the curriculum, check within yourself, do you understand what is written? Do you
know (well) the techniques, tactics, drills and simulations that are described? Imagine yourself doing what’s written. Go
through the different components, ingredients and processes of each of the described sections of the curriculum and
master them.
2 Accept that you are coming to train and let yourself to go through an open minded learning process as much as
possible. Focus on what the instructor is doing, saying, demonstrating. Understand what the problem is, what are the
natural responses and behaviours of the involved attacker/s and defender/s, and what is the solution. We know that it is
hard to concentrate on a specific subject for a long time (over 30 minutes or so), so try to switch between techniques,
tactics, subjects and methods. Take some time to practice the things you feel less strong or confident in.
3 Don’t be shy, be proactive its part of our system’s core values. Ask the GIT’s for advise, feedback and guidance. Don’t
hesitate to ask again if you “didn’t get it” they are there to assist you to be a better fighter and person.
4 Change/switch partners, Meet new people. We are a global organisation where will you have the opportunity to train
with others, bench mark your skill level and most importantly make friends. remember we are a community even
meeting someone from a different school can build a friendship. Enjoy it!
KOL TUV and be safe,

Eyal
9
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EXPERT
CAMP 2018
GOLD COAST, AUSTRALIA
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THIS MONTH WE WERE VERY HAPPY TO BE ABLE TO HOST THE FIRST EVER
AUSTRALIAN KRAV MAGA GLOBAL EXPERT CAMP ON THE GOLD COAST. THANKS
TO ADAM WHITE, DIRECTOR OF KRAV MAGA GLOBAL HERE IN AUSTRALIA FOR
GIVING US THAT OPPORTUNITY AND FOR YOUR WORK IN ORGANISING THE EVENT.
Held over one week, the Expert Camp was a chance for all Instructors and students who were at Graduate
Level 4 or higher to attend the Camp with instruction from Chief Instructor of Krav Maga Global, Eyal Yanilov
and the Director of Singapore, Edwin Peng.
On the Camp we had attendees from South Korea, Singapore and from all the various States around Australia.
If nothing else, these types of Camps are a great opportunity to catch up with everyone.
Each day of the Camp was spent going through various high level techniques, fighting and various drills all
designed to make us as proficient as possible.
On Day 6 of the Camp, there was the opportunity to grade to your next level. Up until this Camp, Instructors
who are wanting to grade to the Expert Levels, had to travel to Israel so it was a great opportunity to have
the chance to grade while still here in Australia, especially great when the opportunity was right here on
the Gold Coast!
As most of you who have already taken part in a grading will know, gradings are never easy! (Thanks to Kelly A
for making the experience a good one!) There were alot of techniques to cover, fighting drills, rolls and throws
etc and then after 9.5 hours a ‘great’ finishing drill of 80 push ups, 160 sit ups and 80 squats.
I am happy to say that both myself (graded to Expert Level 1 (and Benson)) and Krijn (graded to Graduate
Level 5) passed. Regardless of the outcome though, it is always a grand achievement to just get through the
gradings, and relatively unscathed too!
Along with the Expert Camp, Eyal also put on a Workshop which was open to the public. It was good to see
so many students attending and I am sure you all went away with some new skills and the experience of being
taught by Eyal, is always a good one.
It is great to see KMG continuing to hold their place as the biggest and most professional Krav Maga
organisation in Australia. I am also happy to say that the Expert Camp will now be held every 2 years in
Australia which is fantastic!

Anna
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CHARITY
WORKSHOP

EVERY YEAR WE LIKE TO RUN A FEW EVENTS WHERE WE GET A CHANCE TO RAISE FUNDS FOR VARIOUS
CHARITY ORGANISATIONS. THIS YEAR, WE HAVE DECIDED TO RAISE FUNDS FOR A FEW DIFFERENT
ORGANISATIONS VIA THE ONE WORKSHOP.

On the 10th of November we will be running a Third Party Protection Workshop with all profits going to the below
Foundations.
The Workshop is open to all levels from complete beginners to advance students.
In this workshop we will take you through:
•

principles and tactics for protecting a third party,

•

use of common objects,

•

decision making under stress (ie: Do I have a duty to act? Is there a danger to me? What level of force can I use? )

•

realistic scenarios and Krav Maga training drills.

Feel free to bring along any friends, family, work colleagues or anyone whom you think might benefit from this
training and all with the added bonus that all profits will be split between the below charities!
WHEN: Saturday 10th of November
WHERE: Merrimac State School, 2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac
TIME: 11am-1pm
COST: $50 - all profits will be spread evenly across the below charity organisations.
Please email us to book your spot: info@indefence.com.au
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Most of us have or know someone who has been affected by breast cancer. And it’s not only women either.
A good male friend of Ash’s, Christian, died at the age of 43 from breast cancer.
Please ensure that you get regular check ups! For more info please click here:
www.pinkribbon.com.au/pink-ribbon-day

My father died from Pancreatic Cancer. When he was first diagnosed my sister and I were ex-tremely positive and
thought if anyone could beat it, our Dad could. He was fit and healthy, never smoked, hardly ever drank and was
very active. But how wrong we were!
After major surgery and a year whereby he was back out bushwalking and progressing well, we then got the prognosis
that the cancer had come back with a vengeance and spread and was terminal. Within 3 weeks he was dead.
Pancreatic Cancer has one of the lowest survival rates of any cancer and this hasn’t changed in over 40 years!
Please help by providing funds so that more research can be made into ways to change this!
For more info please click here: www.pancare.org.au

November 25th is International Elimination of Violence Against Women (and 23rd November is White Ribbon Day).
KEY FACTS
The following basic statistics help demonstrate the prevalence and severity of violence against women:
• On average, one woman a week is murdered by her current or former partner.
• 1 in 3 Australian women have experienced physical violence since the age of 15
• 1 in 5 Australian women has experienced sexual violence
RIZE Up is an organisation that has a number of programs all designed to help victims of domestic violence. One of
these is RIZEUP AT HOME: When families leave a Domestic Violence refuge they are given a barren property which
we transform into a purposefully created home, specific to each family’s individual needs, because we believe every
fami-ly deserves a home free from domestic and family violence.
For more information please click here: www.facebook.com/pg/RizeUpAustralia/about/?ref=page_internal
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EAT ME!!
DELICIOUS HEALTHY RECIPES FOR
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY TO ENJOY
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MEET THE CHEF
Bio for Daniel Lazaroo

I

started my apprenticeship at the Raffles Hotel Singapore and moved on to work at
hotels and restaurants around the country and in Malaysia to expand my knowledge.

I did compulsory military service for 3 years and then moved to Sydney Australia in
2003. Since then I have worked my way up in the industry winning several culinary
competitions, being featured in food and restaurant reviews and secured 2nd place for
Peppers Resorts achieving best dining on the Gold Coast when I was The Executive Chef
for one of their Hotels.
Now I am the Group Executive Chef for the Little Pub Group that owns 4 Hotels but I am
still a cook at heart, and a bootstrapped entrepreneur who is passionate about what I do,
Life and KRAV MAGA of course. Thanks to Anna & Ash
You can follow me on Instagram #putit _inyour_mouth

SPRING LAMB STEW
With spring approaching you will see lamb being back on the menu and allot more vegetables starting to flow in to the market. With
the spring vegetables you will find that the first spring harvest are usually great. I recommend farmers markets when you do your
vegetable shopping or a good fruit and vegetable shop.
Here is a link to help you know what to buy in season, as they are at their peak and should taste great. Buying in season will help you
save money as they should naturally be cheaper. http://seasonalfoodguide.com/brisbane-queensland-seasonal-fresh-produce-guidefruits-vegetables-in-season-availability-australia.html

INGREDIENTS

METHOD

• 2 cups (500ml) beef stock/ I like using a
salt reduced on for home. If you’d like to
know how to make stock let me know and
I will add in in the next copy.

1 Season the lamb back strap with salt and pepper and seal all sides
in a pan on high heat for 1 min on each side. Set aside on a cutting
board to rest.

• 1 bunch baby (Dutch) carrots, trimmed

2 Place the stock in a large saucepan over medium-high heat. Season,
bring to a simmer, then add the carrot, turnip and potato or Quinoa if
you’re not using potatoes. Cook for 6-8 minutes until tender. If using
Tin Chick Peas add this while adding in the eschalot and Broccoli.
Remember to season at this stage with salt and pepper and keep
adjusting the seasoning as needed.

• 1 bunch baby turnips trimmed peeled.
• 8 kipfler potatoes, peeled, halved if large /
you can replace this with 1 Cup Tin chick
peas or ¼ Cup of quinoa if you want to cut
back on your carbs. (Remember to give
your quinoa a quick rinse before use.)
• 4 eschalots/ Green Onions/ Scallions,
halved if large
• 1 bunch broccoli, trimmed into smaller
florets
• 1 cup (150g) podded broad beans frozen
is fine as well.
• 120g green beans, trimmed

3 Add the eschalot, broccoli, broad beans and green beans, and (chick
peas as mention above) then cook for a further 1-2 minutes until
tender. Switch the flame off and let to rest for about 2 Minutes then
check the seasoning again. Remove vegetables with a slotted spoon
and divide among serving bowls.
4 Slice the lamb as thinly as possible then divide among the bowls
placing them over the vegetables. Pour over the hot stock (the stock
will gently cook the lamb), drizzle with pesto, then serve.

• 2 x lamb backstraps trimmed
• 1 x Table spoon Basil pesto, to serve
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old school krav maga
POLICEMANS LEAD WITH LEVER
From the book Fighting Fit, Col David Ben-Asher

1. Starting position Opponents are face to
face, legs slightly apart,
arms at sides.

2. Captor steps forward with
left foot, about 6 inches
away from prisoners right
foot, toes aligned with
prisoners toes. Captors
right hand grabs prisoners
right arm in underhand
grip, and captors left hand
is ready to strike.

4. Captor grips prisoners raised arm
between his left upper arm and
forearm. Captor grips the front of
his shirt with the left hand.
16 SAFE BY INDEFENCE • ISSUE 13

3. Captor pivots backwards
on left foot until he is
standing side by side
with prisoner. Captor
strikes blow to right side
of prisoners chin. Captor
raises prisoners right arm
up until it is straight out
from the shoulder.

5. Captor turns prisoners hand
farther to the right and pushes
down on wrist to create lever
against prisoners elbow.
www.indefence.com.au

WWII

THE FIGHTING TACTICS
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ICS

TACT
WWII THE FIGHTING

THE FLYING MARE

This is the more vicious version of the popular wrestling throw. Grasp the opponents
right arm (left above). Step across in front of him, turning your back, then pull his arm
over the right shoulder, inside of elbow up.
Pull downward and thrust back with the hips, as at the right above.
The opponent will be thrown over your shoulder and will suffer a possible fracture of the
elbow, in addition to a neck fracture or concussion on impact with the ground.
From the book Kill or Get Killed by Col. Rex Applegate
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WHERE CAN I

TRAIN?
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TRAINING ON THE GOLD COAST

Krav Maga Adult Mixed Classes

Krav Maga Womens Classes

When: Mondays & Wednesdays
Time: 4:30pm or 7pm
Where: Robina Community Centre, San Antonio Court, Robina

When: Saturdays during the school terms
Time: 9:30am
Where: Merrimac State School, 2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

When: Saturdays
Time: 9:30am
Where: Merrimac State School, 2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Gold Coast
When: Saturdays during school terms
Time: 8:30am
Where: Merrimac State School,
2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Krav Maga Kids & Teens Classes
When: Saturdays during the school terms
Time:
8:30am: Kids (6-9 years)
8:30am: Teens (10-15 years)
Where: Merrimac State School, 2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Kids Classes

Private Lessons

When: Saturdays during school terms
Time: 9:45am - 10:30am
Where: Merrimac State School,
2 Boowaggan Road, Merrimac

Please contact us to find a time and
location that suits you.
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FIGHTING FIT

WORKOUT OF
THE MONTH
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NECK STRENGTHENING EXERCISE

I’ve been doing this particular neck strengthening exercise since I was a white belt in Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu (BJJ). It not only
makes it difficult for people to choke me, but it’s great for watching TV while lying prone on the floor. I can’t vouch for the
health impacts of watching TV at that angle, but I can do it for a very long time without tiring. It also impresses people that
witness you doing it. Again, that’s my perception. If you have any neck issues or injuries, consult a doctor prior to attempting.
The exercise is called Yes, No and Maybe’s. Just like the name states, you want to go through each of these movements, for
multiple repetitions, depending on your neck strength level. Start with 10 reps each movement. I usually do about 25.
1. Start by lying on a mat or somewhere comfortable.
2. Place your hands, palms down, under your buttocks.
3. Raise the back of your head off the floor. Now raise your feet 2.5 to 5cm off the floor. The goal is to not touch your heels,
or head, to the floor until you’ve finished all your reps. If there is someone leading the exercise don’t touch the floor
until she/he says so.
4. Start with Yes’. With the back of your head off the floor, tilt your neck forward until your chin touches your chest. Then
lower it back to the starting position. That’s 1 rep. Do this movement 10 or more times.
5. Next is No’s. Remember, head and heels up. Turn your head to the left, then to the right. That’s 1 rep. Do these
movements quickly, but not at the expense of injury or poor technique.
6. Finally move to Maybe’s. Almost there.Tilt your left ear to the left shoulder, then your right ear to the other shoulder, 10
or more times.
7. When all the movements have been completed, hold your legs and head off the floor for 10 or more seconds, or until
the exercise leader says you’re done.  As the exercise gets easier, lengthen the time you hold you heels and head up.
There are a secondary set of movements to this exercise for the more advanced user, or if you take my Brazilian
Jiu-Jitsu class Saturday’s at 0830 (shameless plug).
- James “Jimmy” Donison is a BJJ Black Belt Instructor and practitioner of Krav Maga.
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WANT TO KEEP
UP TO DATE

WITH OUR CLASSES, UPCOMING EVENTS,
LEARN SAFETY TIPS AND TRICKS
AND MUCH MORE….
InDefence Personal Safety Specialists: This page has articles relating to
personal safety, different crimes occurring, upcoming events, class photos and
videos and discussions relating to Krav Maga and personal safety in general.
https://www.facebook.com/InDefencePersonalSafety/
InDefence Womens Krav Maga: This is a womens only, female focused page
in it’s articles and safety tips but also includes info on classes, photos,upcoming
events, safety tips, motivational tips and more.
https://www.facebook.com/InDefenceWomen/
InDefence Kids Krav Maga: This page is children/parent focused with personal
safety tips on a whole spectrum of topics such as first aid, pool safety etc along
with details on classes, photos, upcoming events and more.
https://www.facebook.com/InDefenceKids/
InDefence Social: This page has any upcoming social events.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/458924767595481/
Along with all our Facebook Pages we also have the following social media options:
https://www.instagram.com/indefencepss/

https://twitter.com/indefencepss
https://au.linkedin.com/company/indefence-personal-safetyspecialists
https://plus.google.com/104160587765158247840
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EQUIPMENT
Groin Guard $35

KMG Shorts $65

Mouth Guard $20

KMG Pants $65

Ultimate Krav Maga
Dvds 5 Set $100

Blue InDefence T-shirts
Mens and Womens Sizes
x1 = $30 x2 = $50

KMG Grey T-shirt Dri Fit
$35

Grey or Green Krav Maga
Self Defence Solutions T-shirts
Mens and Womens Sizes
x1 = $20
x2 = $35
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INDEFENCE
PERSONAL SAFETY
PROGRAMS FOR
SCHOOLS
TEACHERS, ARE YOU LOOKING FOR AN ACTIVITY FOR YOUR CLASS IN 2018? OUR INDEFENCE
PERSONAL SAFETY PROGRAM KEEPS STUDENTS ENGAGED, TEACHES SKILLS FOR LIFE AND IS
ALSO COST EFFECTIVE.

Not only does our program link into the school curriculum but we can also tailor the program to suit
your timings (from one hour classes to a program that runs throughout the whole term).
Please contact us to find out more: info@indefence.com.au
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